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The secret of maximum hygiene
In healthcare environments and areas where food is prepared, maximal 

hygiene is a must. It sounds simple, but how do you prevent the sprea-

ding of micro-organisms in an environment where people come and go? 

How do you guarantee that sanitary and other spaces are hygienic? How 

do you make it easy for employees and guests to keep their hands clean?

Complete line of sanitary accessories
MediQo-line is a complete line of sanitary accessories. From soap dis-

pensers, disinfection units, glove dispensers and waste bins to waste 

baskets, toilet brush holders, towel dispensers and air fresheners. With 

MediQo-line you provide sanitary and other areas with easy-to-use 

products that make maximum hygiene obvious.

Especially for you
All Care designed MediQo-line specifically for environments in which 

hygiene is a requirement and not an option. The dispensers and acces-

sories are mainly used in hospitals, medical institutions, healthcare 

centres, restaurants and the food processing industry.

All MediQo-line soap 
dispensers are supplied 
with a hygienic wall plate. 
The plate can be completely 
sealed on the wall. Therefore no dirt 
can get behind the plate.
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sealed on the wall. Therefore no dirt 

The advantages of MediQo-line
MediQo-line has some striking advantages, allowing this line to fit your 

diverse needs.

Functionality: In your environment usual dispensers  do not suffice. You 

need specific solutions, such as disinfection units, alcohol dispensers 

and combo dispensers (one dispenser for two or three hygienic pro-

ducts, such as skin cleaning, disinfection and skin care). MediQo-line 

meets your specific needs! To prevent the transfer of micro-organisms, 

we also have the proper non-touch solutions. These dispensers can be 

operated with the help of levers or sensors and are touchless.

Hygienic: The dispensers help prevent  the transfer of micro-organisms. 

However, the likelihood of these sanitary accessories becoming a source 

of micro-organisms themselves cannot be ruled out. The MediQo-

line dispensers are designed in such a way that they can be cleaned 

easily and thoroughly. Moreover, they meet the guidelines of the WIP 

(Workgroup Infection Prevention).

Autoclavable: Many MediQo-line products are suitable for the autocla-

ve, so that you can clean and disinfect them in the same manner you 

normally do.

Maintenance-friendly: Naturally, the dispensers must be kept clean 

and tidy. We have, therefore, designed them in such a way, that it is easy 

to remove them from the wall. Thus it is simple to clean the back; cracks 

and crevices belong to the past due to the special back plate. Naturally 

replacing the disposables can also be done in a jiffy.

Representative: The MediQo-line products have a no-nonsense design. 

Stylish functionality, executed in either aluminium, powder-coated alu-

minium or brushed stainless steel.

Durable: You probably already use these dispensers extensively. 

MediQo-line has taken that into consideration. They are extremely 

durable and resistant to intensive use by professionals and clients alike.



Universal 500 ml dispenser. With refillable plastic reservoir. Suitable 

for liquid soaps, hand disinfectants and lotions. Available in aluminium, 

white aluminium and stainless steel. Optional, available with locking 

plates with window. Operation lever is in 3 lengths available, short, 

long and extra-long lever. Equipped with stainless steel pump with 

adjustable dosage. Optional, there are colour clips available to mark 

the contents.

Many suppliers of cleaning products supply ready-to-use solutions for 

hand cleaners and hand disinfectants. These disposable reservoirs are 

easy to use in our MediQo-line dispensers.

Smooth surfaces and neat finish simplify the 
cleaning and care of these dispensers.

This hygienic soap and disinfectant dispenser is an absolute must!  The 

contents of the dispenser are hygienically dispensed. No soap residues! 

(Wet soap residue can namely be a breeding ground for growth of 

micro-organisms, which, even after rinsing off the soap, remain on 

your hands).

Dispensers should be easy to operate with the 
elbows, under no circumstance by direct contact. 
The far end of the pump of the dispenser should 
also not be touched with the fingers.

Short lever

MQ05A  Aluminium 

MQ05P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQ05E  Stainless Steel

Long lever

MQL05A  Aluminium

MQL05P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQL05E  Stainless Steel

With extra- long lever

MQXL05A  Aluminium

MQXL05P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQXL05E  Stainless Steel

Soap- & disinfectant dispenser
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MQ05A

MQL05P

MQXL05E

MQ05A

This hygienic soap and disinfectant dispenser is an absolute must!  The 



Universal 1000 ml dispenser. With refillable plastic reservoir. Easily 

refillable with liquid soaps, hand disinfectants and lotions. Available 

in aluminium, white powder coated aluminium and stainless steel. 

Optional: locking plates with window. Lever in 3 lengths, short, 

long and extra-long lever. Equipped with stainless steel pump with 

adjustable dosage. Optional: colour clips to mark the contents.

There are two kinds of dirt:

•  Visible dirt: This can thoroughly and carefully be removed by 

 mechanical devices and chemical cleaners.

• Invisible dirt: Micro-organisms, which can only be defused by

  special disinfectants. The Dutch naturalist Anton van Leeuwenhoek 

 was the first to discover  the micro-organisms under the microscope 

 around 1675. He stated: I have more micro-organisms in my mouth 

 than there are people in the Netherlands. And he’s right!

For a correct implementation of hygienic hand 
disinfection, a proper set of dispensers is a must 
in any workplace! Hands of medical staff are the 
prime cause of transferring infections.

Short lever

MQ10A  Aluminium

MQ10P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQ10E  Stainless Steel

Long lever

MQL10A  Aluminium

MQL10P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQL10E  Stainless Steel

With extra- long lever 

MQXL10A  Aluminium

MQXL10P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQXL10E  Stainless Steel

Soap- & disinfectant dispenser
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MQ05A MQ10A

MQL05P MQL10P

MQXL05E MQXL10EP

MQ10A



Plastic soap- and disinfectant dispenser white/grey for 500 ml or 1000 

ml refillable reservoirs. Suitable for liquid alcohol, alcohol gel, soap 

or lotion. With long lever and drip tray. Supplied exclusive of refillable 

reservoir. Free standing or for wall mounting.

MQL05K  500 ml version

MQL10K  1000 ml version

Plastic soap- and disinfectant dispenser white/grey for 500 ml or 

1000 ml refillable reservoirs. Suitable for liquid alcohol, alcohol gel, 

soap or lotion. With drip tray. Supplied exclusive of refillable reservoir 

and batteries. The disposable plastic pump must be changed every 2 

months. Freestanding or for wall mounting.

MQA05K 500 ml version and  MQA10K 1000 ml version.

Refillable. For lotion soap and alcohol gel. Battery operated. Suitable for 

wall mounting. Available in white or stainless steel look.

AC 750W White and AC 750M stainless steel look.

Instead of two or three lockable side-by-side dispensers, it may also be 

useful to mount a combination dispenser. This type of double or triple  

detached dispenser saves time when cleaning and filling. Due to the 

compact design, these dispensers are attractive and have a refillable 

plastic reservoir. Easily refillable with liquid soaps, hand disinfectants 

and lotions. Available in stainless steel. Standard locking plate with 

window. Short lever. Stainless steel pump with adjustable dosage. 

Optional: colour clips to mark the contents. Also available by request  

with long lever.

Duo

MQDV05E  Polished Stainless Steel, 2 x 500 ml

MQDV10E  Polished Stainless Steel, 2 x 1000 ml

Trio

MQTV05E Polished Stainless Steel, 3 x 500 ml

MQTV10E  Polished Stainless Steel, 3x 1000 ml

Plastic soap dispenser

Plastic automatic soap dispenser

Combination Dispenser

MQL05K

MQA05K

MQDV05EMQDV05E
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Locking plates for 500 ml or 1000 ml MediQo-line dispenser. To protect  

the fluids. With window to monitor the contents.

To prevent abuse and theft, it is recommended to provide the 

dispensers with a locking plate.

For 500 ml of dispensers

MQLP05A  Aluminium

MQLP05P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQLP05E  Stainless Steel 

For 1000 ml dispensers

MQLP10A  Aluminium

MQLP10P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQLP10E  Stainless Steel 

Suitable for easy mounting to patient beds. For tubes with a maximum 

diameter of 22mm. With refillable plastic reservoir. Easily refillable with 

liquid soaps, hand disinfectants and lotions. Available in aluminium. Lever 

is available in 2 lengths, short and long lever. Supplied with stainless steel 

pump with adjustable dosage. Optional: colour clips to identify the contents.

Short lever

MQR05AS  Aluminium

Long lever

MQLR05AS Aluminium

Because of the variable mounting, the universal dispenser can easily be 

mounted to, for example, patients’ beds, tripods and trolleys. Suitable for 

mounting on horizontal or vertical tubes with a diameter of 22 to 35 mm. 

With refillable plastic reservoir. Easily refillable with liquid soaps, hand 

disinfectants and lotions. Available in aluminium. Lever is available in 2 

lengths, short and long lever. Supplied with stainless steel pump; with 

adjustable dosage. Optional: colour clips to identify the contents.

Short lever

MQR05A  Aluminium 

Long lever

MQLR05A  Aluminium

Locking plates

Dispensers for tube mounting

MQL05K

MQR05ASMQA05K

MQLR05AMQDV05E
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Because of the variable mounting, the universal dispenser can easily be 

MQLP05E



Rail Mounting
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For mounting on rails measuring 10x25 mm. With refillable plastic 

reservoir. Easily refillable with liquid soaps, hand disinfectants and 

lotions. Available in aluminium. Long lever. Supplied with stainless 

steel pump with adjustable dosage. Optional: colour clips to identify  

the contents.

MQLR05AR  Aluminium, 500 ml

MQLR10AR Aluminium, 1000 ml

Mounting Angle for mounting the MediQo-line dispenser parallel to the 

wall. Brushed stainless steel corner wall, suitable for all versions 500 

ml and 1000 ml dispensers.

Locking plates and drip trays can also be placed. 
The mounting wall is an excellent solution for 
tight spaces in narrow aisles where dispensers 
with disinfectants should hang, but where there 
is no place for the usual mounting.

For 500 ml dispensers

MQMH05E-R  Dispenser and drip tray mounted on the right

MQMH05E-L  Dispenser and drip tray mounted on the left

For 1000 ml dispensers

MQMH10E-R  Dispenser and drip tray mounted on the right

MQMH10E-L  Dispenser and drip tray mounted on the left

MQLR05ARMQLR05AR

Mounting Angle

MQMH05E-L

MQMH05E AND MQ05A

MQMH05E-L



Holder with drip tray
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As drip protection below the disinfected hands. Screws are not required 

for the MediQo-line dispensers. The drip tray can simply be mounted 

on the dispenser. The plastic drip tray can be removed when cleaning. 

Alternatively, there are also drip trays that can be placed directly on the 

wall under the dispenser.

Disinfectants often stain and discolour the floor.  
These stains cannot be removed by simple 
cleaning and look ugly and unsanitary, which 
cannot be removed by simple cleaning. A drip 
tray under the dispenser will prevent this from 
happening.

MQDTH05  Easy mounting to 500 ml dispensers

MQDTH10  Easy mounting to 1000 ml dispensers

MQDTW0510  For wall mounting under 500 or 1000 ml dispensers

For precise time control during surgical hand disinfection. Precisely 

to the second!. Can be adjusted in advance. Gives signal tone and is 

supplied with large LCD display for both optical and acoustical control. 

Convenient to use and not exclusively dependent upon batteries. With 

hygienic stainless steel elbow control.

MQDT1E Wall mounting, Stainless Steel
MQMH05E-L MQDTW0510

MQMH05E AND MQ05A

MQDTW0510

Disinfection timer

MQDT1E

MQDTH05MQDTH05

MQDT1E



Brush Dispenser 

Stainless steel collecting basin MQBE, MQBME AND MQHWB

MQOVSEMQOVSE
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For approximately 12-16 sterile hand brushes. The stainless steel 

charge system can easily be removed from the wall holder. Thus, 

a permanent availability of sterile hand brushes is guaranteed. The 

charge  system is autoclavable up to 121 ˚C, 1 bar. 

MQBE  Wall Mounting for max. 16 sterile brushes, with

  interchangeable tray

MQBME  The interchangeable tray is easy to remove from the 

  wall holder. For 12 brushes 

MQHWB  Autoclavable brush with green polypropylene handle

Stainless steel collecting basin for used hand brushes. Simply remove 

the tray from the wall holder for cleaning and emptying.

MQOVSE  Wall mounting, brushed Stainless Steel, autoclavable



Stainless steel towel dispenser for sterile hand towels. Can easily be 

removed from the wall holder. Autoclavable. To refill, simply open the 

front cover by means of a stainless steel push button.

MQHSE  It is easy to remove the tray. Brushed stainless steel 

  autoclavable

A built-in dispenser is the ideal solution when dispensers cannot be 

placed due to lack of space or for aesthetic reasons. These high-

gloss chromed soap pumps are appropriate for any sanitary area. The 

reservoir is located under the sink. There are 2 versions available:

• The 1000 ml reservoir is mounted directly under the sink. The 

 reservoir has to be changed under the sink.

•  A fixed, mounted suction tube of max. 80 cm and an accompanying 

 bottle holder make it possible to install the bottle or reservoir in 

 an easily accessible place. During use, the tube can be shortened. 

 In addition, the pump in this version can be removed from the top.

 MQW1 High gloss chrome, 1000 ml reservoir is mounted under 

 dispenser

MQW2 High gloss chrome, 1000 ml reservoir with 80 cm 

  suction tube. To mounted in an easily accessible place

The portable stainless steel unit is ideal for mounting MediQo-line 

dispensers. Can be placed anywhere where extra hygiene is necessary.

MQ unit Stainless Steel

Stainless steel towel dispenser 
for sterile hand towels

Built-in dispensers

Disinfection unit
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MQHSE

MQW2

MQ unitMQ unit



With plastic reservoir of 2000 or 2500 ml. Universally refillable with 

liquid soaps and abrasive detergents with high viscosity. Aluminium 

cover and locking plate with large window. Stainless steel lever, 

suitable for hand as well as elbow control. Stainless steel pump with 

adjustable dosage.

In the workplace, workers often get extremely 
dirty hands, which cannot be cleaned with 
ordinary soap. They often use paste with 
abrasive agents. Rather than taking  the 
cleaning paste from a large barrel, prefer using 
an hygienic dispenser. This dispenser also 
prevents further waste of the detergent paste.

MQHDV10A  Aluminium, 1000 ml 

Short lever

MQHDV10E  Brushed Stainless Steel, 1000 ml 

Short lever

MQHDV20A  Aluminium, 2000 ml

Short lever

MQHDV25A  Aluminium, 2500 ml

Heavy duty dispensers

MQHDV10E

MQHDV20A
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For liquids such as soaps, lotions, creams, etc. The plastic pumps can 

be put on 500 ml, 1000 ml and 2500 ml reservoirs.

MQP2505K  Plastic dosage pump for 500 ml bottles with 25 mm 

  screw cap 

MQP6010K  Plastic dosage pump for 1000 ml bottles with 60 mm 

  screw cap 

MQP6025K  Plastic dosage pump for 2500 ml bottles with 60 mm 

  screw cap 

Brushed Stainless Steel wall holders for bottles or cans of 500 ml, 

1000 ml, 2500 ml and 5 L. 

MQWHD05E  Brushed Stainless Steel, for 500 ml bottles 

MQWHD10E  Brushed Stainless Steel, for 1000 ml bottles 

MQWHD25E  Brushed Stainless Steel, for 2500 ml bottles 

MQWHD50E  Brushed Stainless Steel, for 5-liter cans

Dosage pumps
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MQP2505K AND MQP6010K

Wall holders

MQWHD10EMQWHD10E



Suitable for all standard folded paper towels. The dispenser is available 

in aluminium, white, or stainless steel finish. The dispenser is supplied 

with a lockable front with window for content checking. The towel 

dispenser is available in 2 sizes and has a stable back plate with a 3- 

or 4-point assembling plate. The dispenser can be refilled by opening 

the front with a key.

Every visitor of public toilets is afraid of infections. 
Hand hygiene is an efficient precaution. That 
includes first, clean and well dried hands. This is 
the only way to prevent bacteria from spreading. 
Public washrooms generally do not promote  
proper hand washing, because either there are 
no hand washing and drying facilities or they do 
not function properly.

In order to reduce the chance of infection in public restrooms, it is 

important that sanitary facilities are in perfect hygienic condition. 

Sufficient toilet paper, well-filled soap dispensers and disposable 

towels are prerequisites for proper hand hygiene.

For 150-500 towels

MQHSA  Aluminium

MQHSP  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQHSE  Brushed Stainless Steel

For 400-900 towels

MQHLA  Aluminium

MQHLP  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQHLE  Brushed Stainless Steel

Hand towel dispensers

MQHSA

MQHLPMQHLP
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Suitable for all standard folded paper towels. The dispenser is available 

in aluminium (small version) or stainless steel (large version). The 

dispenser is provided with a snap lock and a window for contents 

control. The towel dispenser is provided with a stable back plate with 

a 3- or 4-point assembling plate. The dispenser can be refilled by 

opening the cover by means of the stainless steel grip.

For 150-500 folded hand towels

MQSHSA  Aluminium 

MQSHSP  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQSHSE  Brushed Stainless Steel

For 400-900 folded hand towels

MQSHLA  Aluminium

MQSHLP  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQSHLE  Brushed Stainless Steel

MQIAE  Polished Stainless Steel adapter to adjust towel 

  dispenser to Interfold towels

Stainless steel roll paper for paper rolls with a maximum width of 

220 mm and a maximum diameter of 200 mm. The roll is placed on a 

movable shaft and is fed according to use. Thus, a fresh piece of paper 

towel is always available and ready.

MQRHE  Stainless Steel polished, with four-point assembly plate

Suitable for rolls up to 350 mm (both width and diameter). Freestanding 

or wall mounted. Steel with silver coating.

IPRH  Wall roll

IPWRH  Freestanding

Universal hand towel dispenser 
with keyless lock 

MQSHLA

MQIAE

MQRHE

Interfold adapter

Paper roll holder
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Stainless steel tissue dispenser for hygienic use of cosmetic wipes in a 

box. For wall mounting. It is always easy to remove the issues, even if 

the box is almost empty. The lockable cover prevents theft of full tissue 

boxes. This dispenser is an extra service, not only for ladies toilets!

MQTDE Polished Stainless Steel, for standard tissue boxes

Waste baskets for use with or without a bag. The waste baskets are 

available in 18, 25/26 litres or 60 litres versions. The 60 liter stainless 

steel waste basket has plastic feet.

18 litres waste basket

MQ-P18 White

25/26 litres waste basket

MQ-E25  Stainless Steel, wall model

MQ-P26  White

MQ-Z26  Aluminium look

60 litres waste basket

MQ-P60  White

MQ-Z60  Aluminium look

MQ-E60  Stainless Steel freestanding or  for wall mounting

Waste bins with lid in 6 and 15 litres. Removing from the wall 

effortlessly. In aluminium, powder coated white or stainless steel. With 

inner ring.

Waste bin 6 litres

MQWB6A  Aluminium 

MQWB6P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQWB6E   Stainless Steel polished

Waste bin 15 litres

MQWB15A  Aluminium

MQWB15P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQWB15E  Stainless Steel polished

Tissue dispenser

Waste baskets

Waste bins with lid

MQTDE

MQ-E60

MQWB6A

MQTDE

MQWB6A

MQ-E60
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These bins are free standing, but are also suitable for wall mounting. 

The bins are Health & Safety friendly due to an unique lid system and 

inner ring bag holder. With the help of this ring the bag is stuck inside 

the bin, causing the bag to be invisible from the outside. Available in 

stainless steel and white.

Waste bin 20 litres

AC BB 20 EP  White Powder coated

AC BB 20 E  Stainless Steel

Bin 50 litres

AC BB 50  White Powder coated

AC BB 50 E  Stainless Steel

To complement the closed waste bins. Dispensers can also be mounted 

on the wall. The dispenser for paper sanitary bags are available in 

aluminium, white or stainless steel. The sanitary bag dispensers for 

plastic sanitary bags are available in white or stainless steel.

For paper sanitary bags

MQHBPA A  Aluminium

MQHBPA P  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQHBPA E  Polished Stainless Steel 

For plastic sanitary bags

MQHBPL P  Steel White Powder coated

MQHBPL E  Polished Stainless Steel 

Ladies sanitary bins 6 litres with lid. Available in aluminium, aluminium 

white or stainless steel. Available either for plastics or paper sanitary 

bags. Can be removed from the wall without effort. With inner ring.

Spacious and easy to open bins are a must in 
ladies toilets. This way the waste ends in the 
waste bin and not next to it.

6 litres bin with holder for paper sanitary bags

MQWB6HBHA  Aluminium 

MQWB6HBHP  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQWB6HBHE  Polished Stainless Steel

6 liters bin with holder for plastic sanitary bags

MQWB6HBKA  Aluminium

MQWB6HBKP  White Powder coated (aluminium)

MQWB6HBKE  Polished Stainless Steel

Waste bin with self-closing lid

MQTDE AC BB 20 EP

MQ-E60 MQHBPA A

MQWB6HBHAMQWB6A

Sanitary bags dispensers for ladies 
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Sanitary bin 10 litres with sluice compartment lid. With sanitary bag 

holder for plastic hygienic bags. Free standing or for wall mounting. It is 

easy to remove the lid for emptying and cleaning. Available in white or 

stainless steel. Two inner clamps keep the waste bag out of sight. 

In toilet areas, it is important that the entire floor is 
regularly and thoroughly cleaned. Therefore waste 
containers should be mounted on the wall.

MQHB10P  Stainless Steel White Powder coated

MQHB10E  Polished Stainless Steel

Toilet roll holder for 1 standard toilet roll. Available in stainless steel 

or aluminium.

MQTR1A  White Powder coated (aluminium) 

MQTR1E  Polished Stainless Steel

Sanitary bin

Toilet roll holder

MQHB10E

MQTR1A
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Replacement roll holder for 1, 2, 3 or 5 standard toilet rolls. Available 

in aluminium, white or stainless steel. 

1 standard roll 

MQRRH1A Aluminium

MQRRH1P White Powder coated (aluminium) 

MQRRH1E  Polished Stainless Steel

2 standard rolls

MQRRH2A  Aluminium 

MQRRH2P  White Powder coated (aluminium) 

MQRRH2E  Polished Stainless Steel

3 standard rolls 

MQRRH3A  Aluminium

MQRRH3P  White Powder coated (aluminium) 

MQRRH3E  Polished Stainless Steel

5 standard rolls 

RAC 99 P  Chrome steel white 

RAC 09 CS  Stainless Steel

Open waste bins are an economical compromise between a closed bin 

and a waste basket. The open waste bin with plastic legs can be used 

free-standing or wall-mounted. Available in white powder coated steel 

or stainless steel. With inner ring. 

25 litres

MQWBO25P  Steel White Powder coated

MQWBO25E  Polished Stainless Steel

40 litres 

MQWBO40P  Steel White Powder coated

MQWBO40E  Polished Stainless Steel

60 litres 

MQWBO60P  Steel White Powder coated 

MQWBO60E  Polished Stainless Steel

Replacement roll holder

MQHB10E

RAC 09 CSMQTR1A

MQWBO60P

Waste bin open
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Stainless steel toilet brush holder. The closed side can be mounted 

optional left or right. For wall mounting. Toilet brush with stainless steel 

handle and interchangeable black or black plastic toilet brush. Like 

bins, toilet brush holders should also be mounted on the wall so that 

the floor can be cleaned thoroughly and regularly.

MQTBHE  Polished Stainless Steel, toilet brush with Stainless Steel 

  handle

MQTBHEK  Polished Stainless Steel, black plastic toilet brush

 

With standard basin

AC-96-CA  Stainless Steel White Powder coated with black brush

AC-96-CSA  Stainless Steel with anti-fingerprint coating, black brush

For wall mounting. With black brush. Vandal proof 2-point

connection. With disposable plastic reservoir. With slid on left side.

AC-06-CA  Stainless Steel White Powder coated with black brush

AC-06 CSA  Steel with anti-fingerprint coating, black brush

It’s the little things that make a positive impression. 
Universal hooks in washrooms  help visitors to put 
their jackets, bags etc. away for some time. This 
way nobody wants to put something on the floor.

Universal Hook Stainless Steel. Available in 2 sizes.

MQUHE  Polished Stainless Steel, solid, length 42 mm

MQUHLE  Polished Stainless Steel, solid, length 56 mm

AC-96-CA 

MQUHLE
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Universal hook

Toilet brush holder

MQTBHEK



Removing disposable gloves fast and easy becomes possible due to 

the glove dispenser. Even when the box is nearly empty the gloves are 

at hand at the same place. For hygienic dosage, there are dispensers 

for 1, 2 or 3 standard boxes. The spring clip also keeps the smaller 

boxes securely in place. Depending on the situation it is available 

in aluminium, aluminium white and stainless steel. Can be mounted 

vertically or horizontally. 

For 1 standard box 

MQGDA  Aluminium

MQGDP  White Powder coated (aluminium) 

MQGDE  Polished Stainless Steel

For 2 standard boxes 

MQDGDA  Aluminium

MQDGDP  White Powder coated (aluminium) 

MQDGDE  Polished Stainless Steel

For 3 standard boxes 

MQTGDA  Aluminium

MQTGDP  White Powder coated (aluminium) 

MQTGDE  Polished Stainless Steel

Transparent plastic. Table-top. 

Available in two different sizes. 

MQGSV  Small version, H 77 x  W 250 x D 137 mm 

MQGLV  Large version, H 88 x  W 250 x D 135 mm

Glove dispenser

AC-96-CA 

MQUHLE

MQGDA

MQDGDA

MQGLV
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The plastic dispenser is suitable for approximately 40m3. Operates 

with programmable automatic fan, which spreads the smell of the 

fragrances  continuously and evenly. Available in white and stainless 

steel look.

PQSmartW  White

PQSmartM  Stainless Steel look

Fragrances for the PQSmart air freshener. The fragrances are based on 

essential oils  from fruits and flowers. Unlike other fragrances they do 

not contain propellants and synthetic fragrances, which contributes to 

a more environmentally friendly world. Available in the fragrance Blue 

Note, Sun Green and Grapefruit.

The plastic dispenser is suitable for mounting on or near the door. 

For small rooms of about 10m3. As a result of the air flow, caused by 

opening and closing of the door, the fragrance is spread.

Available in white and stainless steel look.

Air-o-Kit  White

Air-o-Kit  Stainless Steel look

Air-o-Kit fragrance modules last ± 4-6 weeks. Works without batteries 

and is, therefore,  insensitive to power cuts. No environmental impact. 

Available in 6 different fragrances.

Lemon  Yellow lemon

Lime  Green lemon

Squash  Flowers

Grapefruit   Grapefruit

Cool Stream  Fresh fantasy

Peach  Peach

Air fresheners

PQSmartW

Air-o-Kit

Grapefruit
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Accessories for washrooms free of thresholds. Because these tools 

washrooms are accessible to everyone. The MediQo-line sanitary 

accessories increase universal access and functionality in toilets 

and washrooms. Can be used in, for example, hospitals, schools, 

healthcare, sports facilities and in public toilets. All grab bars are 

available in stainless steel and white.

BR0300CS  Stainless Steel straight bar 387mm

BR0400CS  Stainless Steel straight bar 537mm

BR0600CS  Stainless Steel straight bar 692mm

BR0750CS  Stainless Steel straight bar 842mm

BG0800CS  Stainless Steel swing-up bar 800mm

BAI090CS  Stainless Steel, left angled bar 90 ° 456x865mm

BAD090CS  Stainless Steel, right angled bar 90 °, 456x865mm

BA0130CS  Stainless Steel bar, angle 130 ° 336x336mm

BFD600CS  Stainless Steel bar with 3 support points (right) 615 mm

BFI600CS  Stainless Steel bar with 3 support points (left) 615 mm

BD0700CS  Stainless Steel bar, wall to wall 795 x 795 mm

BS0010CS  Stainless Steel angled bar 90°, wall to floor 865 x 

  780mm

BSD020CS  Stainless Steel bar, angle to the left, wall-to-floor 

  880x775mm

BSI020CS  Stainless Steel bar, angle to the right, wall-to-floor 

  880x775mm

Grab bars

PQSmartW BR0300CS

Air-o-Kit BG0800CS

BA0130CSGrapefruit
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